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I. Tracey who is now 15 has been profoundly deaf since she was a baby. Fortunately sheis a bright girl and she has done her very best to cope with her deafness. She used to go to aspecial school but since September 1986 she has been at Silver Reed High School, andalthough communication with others is still a major problem she has made good progress nodoubt due to her own efforts and the efforts of the full-time support teacher who attendsclasses with her. An attendance allowance under section 35 of the Social Security Act 1975was first awarded to Tracey on 23 February 1981. That was for two years on the basis thatshe satisfied the day supervision condition. There was a further award, for three years,from 25 March 1983 again because she satisfied the day supervision condition. And from0 February 1986 the award was continued, for one year, but this time on the basis thatTracey satisfied the day attention condition. A renewal claim was made on her behalf on18 November 1986 and a medical practitioner on behalf of the attendance allowance boarddecided she did not qualify. Her mother aske'd for a review and by a decision dated0 August 1987 another medical practitioner on behalf of the board (DMP) decided not torevise the previous refusal. Tracey now appeals against that decision. At the hearing of hercase, which she did not attend, she was represented, very ably, by Ms S. Robertson of theDisability Alliance. The Secretary of State was represented by Mr N. Butt of the Solicitor'sOffice of the Department of Social Security.

2. Section 35(l) of the Social Security Act 1975 provides that a person shall be entitled toan attendance allowance if he-

"(a) is so severely disabled physically or mentally that he requires by day fromanother person either-

(i) frequent attention throughout the day in connection with his bodilyfunctions, or

(ii) continual supervision throughout the day in order to avoid substantial
danger to himself or others, or

(b) is so severely disabled physically or mentally that, by night, he requires fromanother person either-

(i) prolonged or repeated attention during the night in connection withhis bodily functions or

(ii) continual supervision throughout the night in order to avoid
substantial danger to himself or others.



In the case of children under the age of 16, the attention or supervision required must alsobe substantially in excess of that normally required by a child of the same age and sex:regulation 6(2)(c) and (d) of the Social Security (Attendance: Allowance) (No 2)Regulations l975. As one might expect because Tracey had always been so deaf herspeaking ability has been much impaired. The medical officer who examined her inconnection with the renewal claim in question noted "Some speech but only a few wordsactually understandable except by parents". And her parents say that quite often Traceydoes not understand what they say or they what she says. She has, as I have said, a full-timesupport teacher at her school. And there is a mass of evidence showing the extra work andeffort made by Tracey's parents and her sisters to assist her to overcome her communicationproblems. There is a good description of this in the letter dated 9 March 1987 from theCentre for the Deaf. They say—

"Tracy's problems stem from communication difficulties, not being able to hear manysounds, both speech and general. She therefore requires a vast amount of extra inputfrom her parents. This means constant explanation and interpretation of information,eg. in conversation, helping with homework and watching television. Deaf childrenhave poor understanding oi language and even the simplest sentence may have to bemodified for the child to understand. Due to communication difficulties, parents mustbe available to help their child communicate with other individuals whose inability tocommunicate creates frustration for the child. If a person is not looking at a deafchild then communication is not possible. This creates another problem in that, unlikeother handicapped children, a deaf child cannot be left with a minder because of thisproblem.

As our ears warn us of danger, to a large extent parents must act as "ears" for theirdeaf child. Parents are more protective of their deaf child. If the child wishes toattend activities outside the home a parent must accompany the child. This is timeconsuming and expensive.

I cannot overestimate to amount of supervision and attention that parents of a deafchild have to provide. Deafness does not decrease with age and adolescent deafchildren put pressure on their parents to be allowed out more which puts more pressureon the parents, as supervision is always necessary."

Now it has never been in issue in this case and I accept that speaking and hearing are bodilyfunctions for the purposes of section 35(l) of the l975 Act and that therefore anythingrequired by reason of Tracey's deafness to be done by anyone else in connection with thosefunctions is to be regarded as attention within the meaning of that provision.

3. It is not contended in this case that Tracey satisfies either of the supervisionconditions or the night attention condition. In relation to the day attention condition andthe previous certificate based on satisfaction of that condition the DMP said (paragraph 2)—

" ...in view of Tracey nearing maturity her needs have decreased since she has becomemore independent. She is physically well and mentally alert and whilst I accept thather disability of total deafness still exists I find from the evidence that she is nowcoping better ..."
And at paragraph 3 he said—

" ...In my opinion in the years of their education all congenitally deaf children requiresubstantially more attention than any other children in order to teach communicationswith others, discipline and the avoidance of danger. A special approach is necessaryboth at home and at school but generally speaking the disparity in the amount ofattention required by a deaf child and a child of the same age who is able to hear
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diminishes as they get older. It is not of course possible to say that at any oarticular
age it will no longer be necessary or become less substantial, as abilities vary.letter from the Silver Reed High School shows that since joining the school Tracey hashad a full-time support teacher working with her and this has enabled ner to beintegrated into 60 per cent of the lessons. I accept that Tracey still reauires someattention in connection with the bodily function of communication outside school andthe home but any attention she does require is not sufficient to constitute frequentattention throughout the dav."

Now the evidence in this case is overwhelmingly to the effect that as Tracey has got olderthe demands on others in connection with her communication problems have increased.
These problems and the extra demands on others are graphically described by Tracey's
mother in her letter of 10 March 1987 when she said—

"At home we have to help her with any homework she gets and also try to improve her
speech, and vocabulary as much as possible. She is really keen on this so we cannot
just say go away when she says how? What for? Why? Whenever we talk to her,
everything else has to stop because it needs total concentration. She has to be able tosee our mouths and hands and will not talk until she can. Just as importantly we lookat her to pick up other clues, apart from speech, that she may be giving with her handor body. If she is upstairs or outside we do not just shout for her, but have to go and
look for her and then touch her so she knows she is wanted for something ...Myhusband, myself, and my other two children live a life of constantly explaining thingsor interpreting what is happening on television or round about her ...At the present
moment she is at a very critical time in her life, new school, growing up, a time to
choose what job to train for, and having to come to terms with the fact that her
hearing has got worse. All difficult things even for a normal child, but for somebody
who is deaf indescribable. Therefore she needs even more than before, concentrated
continued effort from myself and family to enable her to become an independent
person, able to exist in this sound orientated world (even fire alarms in buildings are
sound warnings not visual).... The most valuable thing any parent can give a child is
their time, but with somebody who is deaf that time has to be every day, all day with
the result that it becomes a way of life and it is very hard to explain to someone else
whtt being deaf entails."

I am satisfied that there is no evidence in the papers before me nor in what was before the
DMP that would justify his assertion that Tracey's attention needs had decreased. There isevidence that may lead to the conclusion that her supervision needs are less than they were
but that is an entirely different matter. And, as Mr Butt came to agree, the sentence which
I have underlined in the second passage quoted from the DMP's decision either leaves out ofaccount the huge volume of attention in connection with her communication problems that
Tracey needs and gets at home or (Mr Butt having suggested that a different meaning can be
obtained if a comma is added after "outside") this very crucial sentence is ambiguous as toits meaning. Furthermore the DMP makes no attempt to explain why he takes the view that
the attention required is not sufficient to constitute frequent attention throughout the day.
Indeed the attention which, on the evidence, is given to Tracey because of her deafness—
from her full-time one to one teacher at school to the full-time effort put in at home - is so
massive in extent that, assuroing that that attention is not only given but also required
which I do not doubt, it seems to me that the decision is to be regarded as perverse. I do notof course disregard the provision to which I have referred which demands that in the case of
children under the age of 16 the attention required must also be substantially in excess ofthat normally required. There is no question in this case that the attention required in
connection with Tracey's communication problems is not only required, as it appears, almost-every moment of the day but it is of course vastly in excess of what would normally be
required by another girl of the same age.

4. The DMP's decision is erroneous in law in the respects to which I have referred.
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Tracey's appeal succeeds.

(Signed) R A Sanders
Commissioner

Date: 26 October 1988


